We measured the behavioral time course of endogenously cued attentional shifts while recording from neurons in the middle temporal area (MT) and lateral intraparietal area (LIP) of two macaque monkeys. The monkeys were required to detect a subtle speed change of one of two continuously moving stimuli. The likely location of the speed change was cued throughout each trial but could switch at an unpredictable time. Attention was evident as an improvement in detection ability and reaction time at the cued location, and the focus of attention shifted over a 400 ms period in response to a switch of the cued stimulus. Attention modulated the ongoing neural response in both MT and LIP, and the sign of this modulation also rapidly shifted after a cue switch. Our data provide a framework for understanding the link between the neural and behavioral effects of attention. The responses of single neurons to the test stimulus in MT and LIP were correlated with stimulus detection and reaction time and, at the population level, a spike-rate threshold model was able to account for the effect of attention on detection rate and reaction time. In this view, the time course of the attentional shift can be understood as an interaction between the emerging attentional modulation and the neural response to the test stimulus in LIP. We also present evidence that the threshold model is not wholly explained by sensory (feedforward) information but may also be influenced by cognitive (feedback) processes at the time of stimulus detection.
Introduction
Selective attention is the increase in perceptual speed and accuracy when specific locations or features in a scene are cued (Posner, 1980; Luck et al., 1996; Pashler, 1999; Carrasco et al., 2000) . To be useful, attention must be dynamically allocable. For spatial attention, the rate at which attention can be shifted from one location to another depends in part on how the shift is signaled (Egeth and Yantis, 1997 ). An abrupt cue at the location to be attended (an exogenous cue) produces a rapid shift of attention (measured by increases in accuracy or decreases in reaction time at the cued location), peaking within 100 -200 ms of the cue (Kröse and Julesz, 1989; Müller and Rabbitt, 1989; Nakayama and Mackeben, 1989; Cheal and Lyon, 1991; Mackeben and Nakayama, 1993; Bisley and Goldberg, 2003) . In contrast, more abstract cues, such as an arrow pointing to the location to be attended (an endogenous cue), produce slower shifts, peaking ϳ400 ms after cue presentation (Müller and Rabbitt, 1989; Cheal and Lyon, 1991; Müller et al., 1998) .
In the monkey, neural responses are modulated by attention throughout the brain, including in the superior colliculus (Goldberg and Wurtz, 1972; Robinson and Kertzman, 1995) , in the thalamus (Petersen et al., 1985; McAlonan et al., 2008) , and broadly in the visual cortex (Moran and Desimone, 1985; Treue and Maunsell, 1996; Reynolds et al., 2000) . These neural modulations are presumed to underlie the observed improvement in behavioral performance; consequently, behavioral and neural shifts of attention should share similar time courses. Few studies have addressed this question directly. In humans, the onset of attentional modulation of scalp potentials correlates with the onset of behavioral attentional effects across subjects (Müller et al., 1998) . In nonhuman primates, two studies have characterized the time course of attentional shifts, in primary visual cortex (V1) (Khayat et al., 2006) and visual cortical area 4 (V4) (Motter, 1994) , although neither study measured behavioral correlates of attention. In the lateral intraparietal area (LIP), neural firing is known to shift with changes in motor plan (Bracewell et al., 1996) , and Bisley and Goldberg (2003) reported that the time course of the population-average neuronal response to a flashed stimulus predicted how long attention was drawn to the location of the stimulus, although the temporal resolution for measuring the behavioral attentional shift was limited to Ͼ100 ms.
To more directly compare neurophysiology and behavior during shifts of attention and to more generally to explore how attentional modulation of neuronal activity produces improvements in perception, we trained two monkeys on an attentionshift task in which they endogenously shifted attention between two peripheral targets in response to a central cue. We systematically probed the animals' attentional state by having them detect near-threshold test stimuli in a valid-invalid cueing paradigm while simultaneously recording single-neuron activity in the middle temporal area (MT) and LIP.
We found that a simple spike-rate threshold model provides a surprisingly good explanation for the effects of attention on behavioral performance. The model also provides a framework for understanding the time course of attentional shifts, assuming an interaction between the emerging attentional modulation and the neural response to the test stimulus. However, some of our additional observations challenge the "feedforward" interpretation of such threshold models. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the attention-switch task. At the beginning of a trial, the stimulus consisted of a central fixation spot and two blurred annuli, one red and one green, in opposite hemifields at equal eccentricity. Once the monkey fixated, two patches of randomly arrayed dots appeared, one within each annulus, and immediately began to move. Within a patch, all the dots moved in the same direction and at the same, constant speed, and each dot continued moving until it completely crossed the annulus (i.e., unlimited lifetime). The monkey's task was to release a touch bar within 200 -600 ms after the onset of a 53 ms duration (four video frames) increase in the speed of the moving dots (the "speed pulse"). The speed pulse could occur at either one of the two dot patches at an unpredictable time after the onset of the motion of the dots. At the end of the 53 ms speed pulse, the speed of the moving dots returned immediately to the original speed.
Materials and Methods

Attention-switch task
Although the speed pulse could occur at either dot patch, the color of the fixation point (red or green) cued the monkey as to which patch was more likely to contain the speed pulse. If the color of the annulus matched that of the fixation point, there was an 85% probability that the speed pulse would occur within that annulus and a 15% probability that the speed pulse would occur within the other annulus (i.e., the color cue was valid on 85% of trials and invalid on 15% of trials). On 40% of trials, chosen at random, the fixation-point color cue switched at an unpredictable time during the trial to indicate that the likely speed-pulse location had instantaneously switched. That is, the motion patch that previously had an 85% probability of containing the speed pulse now had a 15% probability and vice versa. Each trial had at most one cue switch. After an initial fixed delay of 400 ms, additional delays until speed pulses and cue switches, as well as between cue switches and speed pulses, were selected randomly from an exponential distribution (mean of 1 s) so that the monkey could not predict event timing (Luce, 1986) .
The location of the initially cued patch and the color of the annuli were alternated in blocks of 50 and 200 trials, respectively. Thus, after 400 trials every combination of annulus color [in the receptive field (RF)] and initially cued location had been tested. Individual neurons were recorded for as many trials as possible (median, 657 trials; range, 200 -1960) .
The monkey had to maintain gaze within a fixation window throughout the trial (2°ϫ 2°s quare, centered on fixation spot). After the monkey fixated, there was a 500 ms delay before the two dot patches appeared within the annuli ("dot onset"). Stimuli were presented on a computer monitor positioned 57 cm in front of the animal (40°ϫ 30°; 75 Hz refresh; 1152 ϫ 870 resolution; background luminance was near black, 0.001 cd/m 2 ). The fixation point was a 0.4°diameter red or green circle (luminance in cd/m 2 : monkey M, red: 2.7, green: 3.0; monkey B, red: 2.4, green: 5.2). Dotpatch stimuli consisted of square dots with 0.1°s ides, at a density of 7 dots/degrees 2 and moving at 12°/s. Dot luminance was 0.01 cd/m 2 . We chose to use low-contrast stimuli following reports suggesting that attentional modulation is largest at low contrast (Martinez-Trujillo and Treue, 2002; Reynolds and Desimone, 2003) . Annuli surrounding the moving dot patches were 0.5°thick and separated from the dot patches by 0.5°. The annuli were blurred with a Gaussian luminance profile to reduce edge effects (peak luminance in cd/m 2 : monkey M, red: 0.2, green: 0.4; monkey B, red: 0.3, green: 0.3).
Before the attention-switch task was run for each neuron, we first mapped the receptive-field location of the neuron using a combination of hand-controlled stimuli, automated mapping with a flashed spot of light, and a memory-guided saccade task (for LIP) (Maimon and Assad, 2006) . When possible, dot patches were placed in the center of the receptive field of the recorded neuron. Eccentricities ranged from 5 to 16°. The direction of the motion of the dot patch in the receptive field was set to the preferred direction of the neuron as determined by a directionmapping task that was also run before the main task (Fanini and Assad, 2009) . The other dot patch was always placed at the equivalent position reflected across the fixation point and had the opposite direction of motion. The sizes of the dot patches were scaled with eccentricity (ranging from 4.5°to 9.4°in diameter). The magnitude of the speed change during the speed pulse was chosen to maintain valid correct performance in a target range of 65-75% correct and thus varied somewhat from session to session (range for monkey B, 1.6ϫ to 2.5ϫ; range for monkey M, 1.35ϫ to 1.7ϫ). We used a target of 65-75% correct on valid trials because we found that this performance range gave the largest difference in performance compared with invalid trials, i.e., it yielded the largest behavioral attentional effect.
Data collection
All animal procedures, including animal surgeries and postoperative care, conformed to guidelines of the National Institutes of Health and the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Harvard Medical School. Before the animals were trained, surgery was performed to implant a head-restraining post, scleral eye coil, and recording chamber. The recording chamber was placed at stereotactic coordinates (3 mm posterior, 10 mm lateral relative to interaural zero) and allowed a dorsal approach to areas MT and LIP. The chamber was outfitted with a guidetube/grid system (Crist Instrument). Magnetic resonance imaging was used to confirm sulcal anatomy and chamber placement. Single-unit recordings were conducted using tungsten microelectrodes (75 m diameter, 5 M⍀ impedance; FHC). Single-unit action potentials were isolated using a dual window discriminator (Bak Electronics) and recorded at 1 ms resolution. Horizontal and vertical eye position were monitored using a scleral search coil (Riverbend Instruments) and recorded at 200 Hz. Spike and eye-position recording, stimulus presentation, and task control were handled by a Macintosh computer running custom software with a computer interface (ITC-18; InstruTECH Corporation). Attention-switch task design. Trials began with the appearance of a fixation point and two peripheral annuli. After fixation, 100% coherent moving dots appeared within the annuli. The monkey released a touch bar to indicate detection of a 53-ms-duration (4 video frames) speed increase at either dot patch. Matching fixation point and annulus color indicated the likely location of the speed pulse (85% valid cues). On 40% of trials, the fixation-point color switched midtrial, indicating that the likely speed-pulse location had switched. After a 400 ms fixed delay, speed-pulse times and cue-switch times were chosen form an exponential distribution (mean of 1 s).
MT and LIP cells were identified by reference to sulcal anatomy and characteristic physiology. MT cells were characterized by highly direction-selective receptive fields with diameters approximately equal to eccentricity (Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983, 1987) . LIP cells were characterized by robust, spatially tuned responses in a memory delayed saccade task (Barash et al., 1991) . Additionally, cells were considered within the target area if they were encountered between cells with characteristic properties. All such stably isolated units were recorded while the animal performed the attention-switch task.
Data analysis
Spike-rate functions for individual cells were generated by convolving 1-ms-binned histograms with a Gaussian (SD of 20 ms unless otherwise stated). Population spike-rate functions were calculated by averaging across all single trials in the population. For neural activity aligned on dot onset, data were included up until the time of the speed pulse (on noswitch trials) or cue switch (on switch trials). For neural activity aligned on cue switch, data were included from 400 ms after dot patch onset (to exclude the onset transient from the pre-switch data) until the time of the speed pulse. All trials were included in the analysis. On trials with falsepositive releases or fixation breaks, data were included up until 300 ms before the release or break. When normalized data were used, the raw spike rate of each trial was divided by average spike rate of that neuron for the 500 ms before speed pulses calculated from all correct and missed trials.
The effect of attention on the neural response was expressed as an attentional index (AI) equal to (R IN Ϫ R OUT )/(R IN ϩ R OUT ), where R IN and R OUT are the neural responses when attention is directed to or away from the RF location, respectively. For calculating the average response, we excluded data from the 400 ms after stimulus onset and 300 ms after cue switches when attentional modulation was either not yet established or was rapidly changing. Because of the random timing of task events, trials were of variable length. The average response rate was computed as a single average (as if data were appended to form a single long trial) as opposed to an average of single-trial response rates. In this way, the contribution of individual trials to the average response is proportional to their length. The significance of the AI for each neuron was assessed using a permutation analysis. Each trial was randomly reassigned (attended or unattended) and the AI was recalculated. The process was repeated 10,000 times, and the original AI was considered significantly different from chance if it was greater than or less than 97.5% of the permuted AI values ( p Ͻ 0.05).
Threshold detect probability. To quantify capability of a neural activity threshold to distinguish correct from missed trials for single neurons, we calculated an index we call the threshold detect probability (tDP) that is analogous to detect probability calculated based on spike counts (Cook and Maunsell, 2002a) . For each neuron, a single-trial spike-rate function was generated for each correct or missed trial (Gaussian smoothing, SD of 40 ms). A series of spike-rate thresholds were then tested spanning the entire dynamic range of all single-trial response functions in 0.1 spikes/s increments. For each threshold, we determined the fraction of missed and correct trials that crossed threshold within 50 -400 ms after the speed pulse. Plotting the fraction of missed versus fraction correct for all thresholds generated a curve analogous to a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The area under the ROC curve we call the tDP. It corresponds to the probability that the spike-rate function on a randomly chosen correct trial has a higher peak response than a spike-rate function of a randomly chosen missed trial.
Threshold-crossing analysis. For the threshold-crossing analysis and correlation with reaction time, we first generated a distribution of reaction times for all trials. We then divided the trials into equal groups according to the reaction time on each trial. We used 20 such groups for validly cued trials and three groups for invalidly cued trials. The singletrial spike-rate function was first smoothed by convolving with a Gaussian function (SD of 20 ms) and then normalized by dividing by the average pre-speed-pulse spike rate on attended trials. This reduced small baseline offsets that arose because individual neurons were not perfectly equally represented in each reaction-time group. All trials in each group were then averaged together to generate a population spike-rate function for each reaction-time group. We then tested a series of response thresholds that met two criteria: (1) at least 80% of curves (19 of the 23 valid and invalid curves) had to cross the threshold, and (2) the average response on missed trials could not cross the threshold. For each threshold, the crossing point for each curve was determined. If there was more than one threshold crossing for a given curve, only the first was counted. For each threshold, we also plotted the time of threshold crossing for each reaction-time group against the average reaction time for that group and performed a regression analysis. The best threshold was considered the one with the greatest correlation between threshold crossing and reaction time (i.e., maximum r 2 ). The results of this analysis were not substantially affected by the precise number of reaction-time groups or the SD of the Gaussian function used to smooth the single-trial spike-rate function.
A similar analysis was performed on individual neurons in the dataset. For the single-neuron analysis, five valid and one invalid reaction-time groups were used and the single-trial spike-rate functions were smoothed by convolving with a Gaussian function (SD of 40 ms). The best threshold was taken as the one that was crossed by at least five of six curves and that had the greatest correlation (maximum r 2 ) when threshold-crossing time was regressed against average reaction time. Unlike for the population analysis, the threshold was allowed to cross the average response from missed trials. Regression slopes were calculated using standard methods of linear regression.
Summation model. We modeled the interaction between the speedpulse response and the shifting attentional modulation using a simple summation model based on the LIP population responses to the speed pulse and cue switch. For each monkey, we calculated a population speed-pulse response from the average of all correct and missed validly cued trials. We used data from the time of the speed pulse until 50 ms after the peak of the response (until 311 ms for monkey M and 208 ms for monkey B) so as to include the activity reflecting the later-peaking responses evident in Figure 10 . After subtracting a baseline equal to the mean spike rate from the 200 ms before the speed pulse, we added this response to both the OUT-IN and IN-OUT peri-switch neural activity at various time shifts to simulate speed pulses occurring at various times relative to the cue switch.
Results
Behavioral measures of attention
We trained two monkeys on an attention-switch task ( Fig. 1 ) (see Materials and Methods). The task used a valid-invalid cueing paradigm to direct the monkey's attention to one of two peripheral patches of moving dots to detect a transient speed increase (the speed pulse). On 40% of trials, randomly interleaved, the cued location switched midtrial, allowing us to monitor the time course with which attention shifted from the previously cued to the newly cued location. By having near-threshold speed pulses occur at either the cued or uncued location (a "valid" or "invalid" cue, respectively), we could assess the monkey's attentional state during performance of the task. Consistent with previous work in monkeys and humans (Posner, 1980; Ciaramitaro et al., 2001; Cook and Maunsell, 2002b) , both monkeys exhibited increased detection frequency and decreased reaction times for speed pulses at the cued relative to uncued location ( Fig. 2 ) (supplemental Fig. 1 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Figure 2 , A and B, and supplemental Figure 1 , A and B (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), show the distributions of the effects of attention on fraction detected and reaction time for all individual behavioral sessions. These behavioral sessions consist of the data collected during recording session of each neuron (91 sessions for monkey M, 95 sessions for monkey B) as well as data from separate behavioral sessions without neural recording (38 sessions for monkey M, 70 sessions for monkey B). The effect of attention was quantified for each session as the difference in fraction of speed pulses detected (Fig. 2 A, B) or the difference in mean reaction time between validly cued and invalidly cued trials (supplemental Fig. 1 A, B , available at www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Behavior was analyzed separately depending on whether the speed pulse occurred on a no-switch trial (before the cue switch occurred) or a switch trial (after the cue switch occurred). For post-switch behavior, we excluded trials in which the speed pulse occurred within 300 ms of the cue switch to allow behavior to reach steady state (see below for description of the time course). The effects of attention on fraction detected and reaction time were evident in essentially every behavioral session during the months of data collection. The mean effect of attention on single-session behavior was highly significant for both pre-switch and post-switch for all four comparisons for both animals [p Ͻ 0.001, t test, four possible comparisons: pre/post switch (2) ϫ reaction time/fraction detected (2)].
The random delays until the speed pulse or cue switch, or between the cue switch and speed pulse on switch trials, were chosen from an exponential distribution. Thus, these events occurred with a uniform hazard rate such that the instantaneous probability for any event was constant independent of elapsed time within a trial. We designed the task timing in this manner to encourage a relatively constant allocation of attention pre-switch and post-switch, which in turn would facilitate determination of the time course of the attentional switch. The time course of these behavioral attentional effects for data pooled across all behavioral sessions is shown in Figure 2C -F and supplemental Figure 1C-F (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). For both fraction detected and reaction time, the effect of attention was evident for even the earliest speed-pulse times tested (400 ms after dot onset) and was indeed constant independent of time within the trial for both noswitch and switch trials (excluding a short period during the attentional shift). Presumably, this reflects the uniform hazard rate governing the timing of the speed pulses, as suggested previously (Ghose and Maunsell, 2002; Janssen and Shadlen, 2005) .
For monkey B, the behavioral effects of attention were larger post-switch than preswitch for both fraction detected (mean Ϯ SE single-session valid-invalid difference: pre-switch, 0.20 Ϯ 0.01; post-switch, 0.29 Ϯ 0.01; p Ͻ 0.001, paired t test) and reaction time (mean Ϯ SE single-session valid-invalid difference: pre-switch, Ϫ7.6 Ϯ 0.6; post-switch, Ϫ13.4 Ϯ 1.2; p Ͻ 0.001, paired t test). This was the result of unchanged performance on valid trials and a decrease in performance on invalid trials (overall pre-switch vs post-switch fraction detected: valid, 0.67 vs 0.68, p ϭ 0.40; invalid, 0.47 vs 0.37, p Ͻ 0.001, 2 test). One possibility is that, for monkey B, attention was more split before the cue switch and more focused after the cue switch. In contrast to monkey B, in monkey M, there was no measurable difference in attention before and after a cue switch for either fraction detected (mean Ϯ SE single-session valid-invalid difference: pre-switch, 0.46 Ϯ 0.01; post-switch, 0.45 Ϯ 0.01; p ϭ 0.63, paired t test) or reaction time (mean Ϯ SE single-session valid-invalid difference: pre-switch, Ϫ20.4 Ϯ 1.9; post-switch, Ϫ25.5 Ϯ 2.8; p ϭ 0.17, paired t test). This was because there was a comparable improvement in performance for both valid and invalid trials (53ms) wide.Shadedregionsare95%confidenceintervalsforthemean.G,H,False-positiveresponserateasafunctionoftimerelativetodotonset (G) and cue switch (H) for monkey M (red) and monkey B (blue). The pattern of false-positive responses is similar for the two animals despiteafivefolddifferenceinaveragefalse-positiverates.Beloweachpanelisthehazardratefunctionforthespeedpulse.Thehazardrate is the probability that the speed-pulse would occur at that time given that it had not occurred previously.
timing of the speed pulse was chosen from the same exponential distribution for noswitch and switch trials, the hazard rate for a speed pulse was higher after a cue switch than before (Fig. 2G ,H, bottom axes). After dot onset, the first event could be either a cue switch (40% of trials) or a speed pulse (60% of trials). Because there was at most one cue switch, after a cue switch, the next event was always a speed pulse (100% of trials). Thus, the instantaneous probability of a speed pulse increased by 66% after a cue switch. This could also account for the increased attentional modulation of firing rate after the cue switch (see below). Consistent with this view, both animals showed a marked increase in the rate of false-positive responses after a cue switch ( The change in behavior before and after cue switches may reflect a change in sensitivity, a change in response bias, or a combination. In principle, signal-detection theory provides a theoretical framework to distinguish between these two possibilities based on the correct detection and false-positive response rates. However, because the monkey's response (a lever release) did not distinguish at which location the monkey may have perceived the speed pulse, we cannot assign a false-positive response to a particular location in our dataset. This limits the utility of the false-positive rate for formal analysis. However, it was critical in our experiment that the animals give the same response to speed pulses at either screen location so that differences in detection rate would not be attributable to a response bias that could mimic attention.
Behavioral time course of the attentional shift
On switch trials, the speed pulse could occur simultaneously with the cue switch or at any video frame after the cue switch (75 Hz monitor refresh rate, 13.3 ms per frame). As expected, on switch trials, the behaviorally favored location switched from the initially cued patch to the newly cued patch. We expected that the behavioral traces would cross each other at some time after the cue switch. Surprisingly, the behavioral switch appeared to be well underway even for speed pulses that occurred simultaneously with the cue switch [time 0 in Fig. 2 D, F and supplemental Fig. 1 D, F (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material)]. Looking at the fraction of speed pulses detected, the performance at the newly cued patch was already significantly better when the cue switch occurred simultaneously with the speed pulse (fraction of speed pulses detected: valid vs invalid, monkey M, 0.62 vs 0.42, p Ͻ 0.001; monkey B, 0.55 vs 0.43, p Ͻ 0.001, 2 test). Looking at reaction time, the performance was initially overlapping but separated for speed pulses occurring within 100 ms after the cue switch.
How could the behavioral switch have occurred so soon after the cue switch? The monkeys could not predict the timing of the cue switch to facilitate their attentional shifts; the exponential probability distributions governing task timing were chosen specifically to prevent this strategy, and switch trials were randomly interleaved with no-switch trials. Furthermore, the timing of cue switches was drawn from the same exponential distribution that was used to select the speed-pulse time on noswitch trials. Therefore, the consistency of the behavior on noswitch trials over a broad range of task times (Fig. 2C ,E) (supplemental Fig. 1C ,E, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) likewise demonstrates that the monkeys were not prematurely switching attention.
Moreover, the particular color-matching cue that we used did not appear to have allowed for uniquely rapid shifts of attention. For monkey B, we also collected behavioral data in a task that was identical to the attention-switch task except that the attentional cue was a small line (length of 0.8°) extending from the fixation point toward the cued patch. On switch trials, the line was immediately reoriented to point at the newly cued patch. The fixation point and annuli were gray. We left the annuli in place, although they were no longer informative, to facilitate comparison between this task and the original attention-switch task. Supplemental Figure 2 (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) shows the behavioral time course for fraction detected and reaction time in this non-color-based attention-switch task. The results were very similar to those from the original color attention-switch task. For fraction detected, the shift of attention was again evident for speed pulses occurring even simultaneously with the cue switch. For reaction time, the shift was evident for speed pulses occurring within ϳ100 ms of the cue switch. The apparently rapid shift of attention we observed was not unique to the use of a color-matching cue.
To capture more fully the time course of the behavioral change, we collected data from additional sessions that were identical to the attention-switch task, except that, on 5% of the trials, the speed pulse occurred at one of eight times in the 400 ms immediately before a cue switch. The results from this task are shown in Figure 3 (fraction of motion pulses detected) and supplemental Figure 3 (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) (reaction time). The post-switch behavioral results from this dataset showed that the performance had already crossed over at the earliest times after the cue switch, entirely consistent with the original dataset. Additionally, the beginning of the behavioral switch was already evident for speed pulses occurring even 150 -200 ms before the cue switch. For both fraction detected and reaction time, we observed a net decrease in behavioral performance over this time window (a de- Behavioral shift of attention begins for speed pulses occurring before the cue switch. Fraction of speed pulses detected for various speed-pulse times relative to the cue switch are shown for monkey M (A) and monkey B (B). For pre-cue-switch behavior, speed pulses occurred randomly at fixed times spaced four video frames (ϳ53 ms) apart. For post-cue-switch behavior, speed pulses could occur at any video frame, but data were smoothed using a sliding window four video frames wide. Error bars and shaded regions are 95% confidence intervals for the mean. Time points with significant differences are marked by an asterisk, with the color indicating the condition with the greater detection rate ( p Ͻ 0.05, 2 test).
crease in fraction detected and an increase in reaction time). The valid and invalid curves then crossed during a time window spanning Ϯ50 ms of the cue switch. Notably, for speed pulses occurring earlier than 200 ms before the cue switch, the difference in performance between valid and invalid motion patches was consistent with that from trials without cue switches. If the monkeys could not predict the time of the cue switch, how could the behavioral performance have crossed over before the cue switch? It is important to note that, even if a speed pulse occurs before or simultaneous with the cue switch, the monkey does not report that speed pulse until after a reaction-time delay of several hundred milliseconds. During that reaction-time delay, the neural representation of the speed pulse could be "buffered" in some way, such that a subsequent cue switch is able to interact with that stored representation and influence the behavioral response. By necessity, this interaction must occur sometime in the ϳ400 ms between when the speed pulse occurred and when the animals released the touch bar (mean Ϯ SD reaction time on valid trials: monkey M, 415 Ϯ 57 ms; monkey B, 471 Ϯ 45 ms). What is the nature of this interaction, and where in the brain does it occur? In the next section, we address these questions by examining the activity of neurons in the dorsal visual pathway during the attention-switch task.
We also noted an asymmetry in the time course of the attention shift; accuracy worsened at the previously cued location before it improved at the newly cued location, resulting in a net decrease in accuracy around the time of the attentional shift (Fig.  3) . Notably, the decrease in accuracy was limited to the cued location, with no evident decrease below baseline for test stimuli at the uncued location. This suggests that the decrease did not arise from a general decrease in responsiveness after the cue switch. Rather, shifting attention may incur an obligatory performance "cost," analogous to the cost of saccadic suppression during overt attentional shifts (Burr et al., 1994) , and/or attention may be momentarily captured by the color change at the fixation-point cue (Lambert et al., 2003) . However, a similar decrease in performance has been observed in another study of shifting spatial attention in which the attentional shift was not triggered by an abrupt cue Goldberg, 2003, 2006) .
Neuronal effects of attention
We recorded from 118 LIP neurons (55 from monkey M, 63 from monkey B) and 67 MT neurons (36 from monkey M, 31 from monkey B) during performance of the attention-switch task. Neurons in MT and LIP were modulated by the locus of attention. Figure 4 shows the response of a single LIP neuron during the task. The onset of the dot stimuli triggered a transient response followed by a sustained response that was larger when the dot stimulus in the receptive field of the neuron was cued (cyan) relative to when it was uncued (blue) (Fig. 4 A) . The attentional modulation reached steady state within ϳ500 ms of the onset of the dot stimuli and was constant thereafter. On switch trials, we observed a rapid reversal of attentional modulation shortly after cue switches, reflecting the reallocation of spatial attention (Fig. 4 B) .
Figures 5 and 6 show the average population neural activity in LIP and MT in the two monkeys. Averages included data from individual trials only up until the time of the speed pulse. In the left panels, neural responses are shown aligned to the onset of random-dot motion. On average, cells in both MT and LIP exhibited sustained increased spike rates when attention was cued to the dot patch in the receptive field. Although the attentional cues (fixation point and annuli) were present during the baseline period before dot onset, neural activity was only weakly modulated by attention during this period. After dot onset, attentional modulation emerged within ϳ500 ms in both areas and was maintained at a remarkably constant level throughout the trial. The right panels of Figures 5 and 6 show the population neural activity on switch trials aligned on the cue switch. Similar to the neuron from Figure 4 , the sign of the modulation switched shortly after the cue switch, consistent with the reallocation of spatial attention to the newly cued dot patch. Similar to the preswitch modulation, after the cue switch, the magnitude of attentional modulation was maintained at a constant level even out to several seconds after the cue switch. A detailed comparison between MT and LIP will be presented in a separate publication.
We quantified the magnitude of attentional modulation for individual neurons by computing an attentional index (see Materials and Methods). The value of this index can range from Ϫ1 to 1, with 0 representing no modulation by attention. Positive and negative values indicate increased or decreased spike rates with attention, respectively. The distributions of single-neuron attentional indices are shown in Figures 5, E and F (LIP), and 6, E and F (MT). Median pre-switch and post-switch attentional indices were significantly greater than 0 for both areas in both monkeys (all p Ͻ 0.001, signed-rank test). Both areas in both monkeys Neural response to the speed pulse Neurons in both LIP and MT showed phasic responses to the speed pulse when it occurred in the receptive field of the neuron. Figure 7 shows four example cells illustrating the diversity of responses. The typical LIP neuron responded to the speed pulse with a transient increase in spike rate (Fig. 7A ). In contrast, the speed-pulse responses in MT were more variable on a neuron-by-neuron basis. Some neurons in MT exhibited transient suppression by the speed pulse, followed by a period of excitation (Fig. 7B ). Other MT neurons exhibited solely excitation or suppression (Fig. 7C,D) . The fact that some MT neurons were excited by the speed pulse and others inhibited may be attributable to their known sensitivity to speed. We used a single baseline speed of 12°/s for all of the neurons. In MT, this falls within the typical range of optimal speeds (ϳ8 -40°/s) (Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983; Lagae et al., 1993; Cheng et al., 1994; Liu and Newsome, 2003) , so some cells should prefer faster speeds and others prefer slower speeds than our baseline speed. Although the speed tuning of neurons in LIP has not been studied in detail, in other experiments, we have observed that LIP neurons are sensitive to speed and that optimal speeds tend to be larger than for MT (Fanini and Assad, unpublished results) . This is consistent with the speed tuning in adjacent ventral intraparietal area (VIP), in which cells typically have peak responses at speeds in excess of 40°/s (Colby et al., 1993) . Therefore, LIP neurons would generally be expected to show an increase in response to the speed pulse, because most neurons in LIP respond better to speeds faster than our baseline speed. Several studies have used rise-tothreshold models to link neural activity with decision making in a variety of detection and timed-response tasks (Hanes and Schall, 1996; Reddi and Carpenter, 2000; Cook and Maunsell, 2002a; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Maimon and Assad, 2006; Churchland et al., 2008) . The general form of these models is that neural activity is interpreted as a detector signal that accumulates information in an ongoing manner until it crosses an activity threshold at which point the decision is made. Such models have been used to explain both detection rate and reaction time. In theory, such a model might be extended to explain the improve- ment of both detection rate and reaction time with attention in our dataset. Assuming a fixed decision threshold, the increased neural response with attention would bring the baseline neural response closer to the threshold such that the transient speedpulse response would cross threshold both more frequently and more rapidly when the speed pulse occurred at the attended versus unattended location.
To test this hypothesis, we plotted the population neural response aligned to the time of the speed pulse for speed pulses occurring in the receptive field of the neuron (Fig. 8, left) . We plotted the responses separately depending on whether the monkey detected the speed pulse or not and whether the speed pulse occurred at the attended or unattended location (four conditions). The neural spike rate before speed pulses on attended trials was normalized to one (see Materials and Methods). We used normalized data to control for small baseline shifts between curves that arise because different neurons with different overall responsiveness are sampled somewhat unequally for the different curves. Normalizing the data thus provides a more accurate depiction of the relative activity between the curves across the population. However, using non-normalized spike rates produced a similar result.
For both MT and LIP in both monkeys, the average neural response after a speed pulse was larger on trials in which the speed pulse was correctly detected. Remarkably, the peak activity after correctly detected invalidly cued speed pulses was greater than the activity after missed validly cued speed pulses, despite the difference in baseline neural response attributable to attention. Thus, there exist a range of neural response thresholds, denoted by the shaded regions in Figure 8 , that can distinguish correct from missed trials independent of attentional state, at least at the level of population activity.
To see whether a similar pattern was present for individual neurons in the population, we used an ROC analysis that we refer to as tDP (see Materials and Methods). The tDP is a nonparametric index of how well a simple spike-rate threshold could predict behavioral outcome on a trial-by-trial basis. It corresponds to the probability that the peak activity after a correctly detected speed pulse is greater for any pair of randomly selected correct and missed trials. A tDP of 0.5 indicates that a threshold cannot distinguish activity after correct and missed trials. Values of tDP greater or lesser than 0.5 indicate that neural activity on correct trials was greater or lesser than on missed trials, respectively. We calculated the tDP across all validly and invalidly cued trials. The distributions of tDP for the single neurons in our population are shown in the right panels of Figure 8 . The mean values were significantly greater than 0.5 for both areas in both monkeys (monkey M: LIP, 0.63; MT, 0.61; monkey B: LIP, 0.63; MT: 0.57; all p Ͻ 0.001, two-tailed signed-rank test for median of 0.5). These values are comparable with or slightly greater than choice and detect probabilities observed for a range of discrimination and detection tasks, respectively (Britten et al., 1996; Dodd et al., 2001; Cook and Maunsell, 2002a; Grunewald et al., 2002; Williams et al., 2003; de Lafuente and Romo, 2005; Liu and Newsome, 2005; Purushothaman and Bradley, 2005; Uka et al., 2005; Gu et al., 2007) . We have shown previously that small eye movements on average decrease both detection performance and neural responses and thus contribute on the order of 20% of the difference in the response between correct and missed trials (Herrington et al., 2009 ). However, elimination of trials with microsaccades from the analysis did not affect the capability of a threshold model to distinguish correct from missed trials.
The difference in activity between correct and missed trials tended to begin before the speed-pulse response. This resulted from both an increase in activity before correct trials and a decrease in activity before missed trials. This effect was only present ϳ200 ms (at most) before the speed pulse, which argues that it was not attributable to differences in responsiveness occurring across whole trials as might be expected, for example, if there were a difference in general alertness between missed and correct trials. An upward drift in activity was particularly evident on correct trials when attention was directed away from the RF location. The origin of these drifts in neuronal activity is unknown. One possibility is that, on correct trials, attention tended to be momentarily more focused (by chance) on the critical dot patch at the time of the speed pulse.
On some trials, the monkey responded before the speed pulse occurred (a false positive), perhaps because it erroneously perceived a speed pulse. After excluding trials with breaks of fixation, false-positive responses accounted for 22% of trials in monkey M and 5% of trials in monkey B. If activity in LIP and MT is related to detection of the speed pulse, there may also be modulations in activity preceding false-positive "detections" in the absence of a speed pulse. Figure 9 shows the neural response preceding false-positive detections aligned on the time of the response (solid blue trace). For comparison, the activity before correct and missed speed pulses are also shown. Because missed trials did not have a reaction on which to align, the missed response was first aligned on the time of the speed pulse and then shifted by the monkey's mean reaction time. There is a compelling similarity between the activity preceding false-positive releases and that preceding correct speed-pulse detection. Interestingly, the activity before falsepositive responses was strongly dependent on which dot patch was cued at the time of the response, exhibiting an increase in activity when the dot patch in the receptive field is cued (i.e., most likely to contain the speed pulse) and a decrease in activity when the dot patch opposite the receptive field is cued. Next we asked whether a simple activity threshold could explain trial-by-trial variability in reaction time. The left panels of Figure 10 are similar to Figure 8 except that the neural population-average activity from correct trials has been divided into a series of groups based on the animals' reaction times on the corresponding trials. We examined both validly cued and invalidly cued trials; we used 20 groups for validly cued trials and three groups for invalidly cued trials (because there were far fewer invalidly cued trials) but show every other bin for clarity. The distributions of reaction times are shown in the gray and black histograms beneath each set of traces in A-D (for details, see figure legend). The reaction times mostly fell within a 200 ms time window within the larger 400-ms-wide window (200 -600 ms) for which correct responses were rewarded. In each of A-D, a threshold firing-rate level is indicated by the thin black horizontal line. This threshold was restricted to the gray shaded regions in Figure 8 A-D, i.e., the range of possible thresholds for which the pooled average activity crossed on correct trials but did not cross on missed trials. The specific threshold was chosen from within that range as that which produced the greatest correlation between threshold-crossing time and reaction time for validly and invalidly cued speed-pulse responses (see Materials and Methods). The relationship between the time of threshold crossing and reaction time are shown to the right for this best threshold. The regression slope was significantly different from 0 for both LIP and MT in both monkeys ( p Ͻ 0.001, t test for slope ϭ 0). This was true even for the data from area MT in monkey M in which the population average response to the speed pulse was very small. In addition, with the exception of monkey M area MT, the average activity on invalidly cued trials (gray points) fell along D) . Individual trials were normalized before averaging such that the prepulse spike rate for cued trials (correct plus missed) was equal to 1 (see Materials and Methods). Responses are split based on whether the speed pulse was at the cued location (i.e., valid-cue trials, solid lines) or uncued location (i.e., invalid-cue trials, dashed lines) and by whether the monkey correctly detected (green) or missed (red) the speed pulse on that trial. The average peak response to the speed pulse was larger on trials in which the speed pulse was correctly detected, independent of whether the speed-pulse location was cued. The horizontal shaded regions mark the range of response thresholds separating the responses of correct and missed trials. Each area had such a range, although the range was very narrow for area MT in monkey M (C). Histograms to the right show the distribution of tDP for individual neurons (see Materials and Methods). This metric tested the ability of a simple spike-rate threshold to distinguish single-trial neural responses between correct and missed trials. Values are consistently above 0.5, which corresponds to greater peak responses on correct than missed trials. Neurons with statistically significant tDP are shown as dark bars (neurons: monkey M, LIP, 34 of 55; MT, 24 of 36; monkey B, LIP, 47 of 63; MT, 15 of 31; p Ͻ 0.05, permutation test). Triangles mark the median value across each population. the same regression line as for validly cued trials (black points). Thus, the observed relationship between threshold crossing and reaction time appeared fixed independent of attentional state.
We also found that other aspects of the neural response, such as peak height and peak latency, were correlated with reaction time. However, these correlations were less robust than the correlation with time of threshold crossing (r 2 values; peak height: monkey M, MT, 0.50; LIP, 0.35; monkey B, MT, 0.18; LIP, 0.26; peak latency: monkey M, MT, 0.39; LIP, 0.57; monkey B, MT, 0.38; LIP, 0.41) .
The threshold crossings occurred ϳ250 ms before the behavioral response. However, except for monkey M's MT data (which was the noisiest of the four), the regression slopes were significantly less than 1 ( p Ͻ 0.001, t test for slope ϭ 1). Thus, the difference between neurophysiologic threshold-crossing time and behavioral reaction time cannot be explained by a fixed motor delay or additional "processing" stage unless we assume that the duration of this additional delay is variable. Specifically, the delay would need to be shorter for earlier reactions and longer for later reactions to compensate for the observed relationship between threshold crossing and reaction time. Alternatively, the regression slope for the population average activity may not reflect the underlying single neurons. For example, a previous study from our laboratory demonstrated that only a subset of LIP neurons (chosen by an independent criterion) exhibit responses highly correlated with reaction time in a task involving self-timed movements (Maimon and Assad, 2006) . Perhaps our population result is the average of a subset of neurons highly correlated with reaction time (regression slopes near 1) and a population of neurons poorly correlated with reaction time. To test this possibility, we performed a similar threshold analysis for the single neurons in each population (see Materials and Methods). In contrast to Maimon and Assad, the single-neuron regression slopes were distributed broadly between 0 and 1, with no cluster evident around 1 (Fig. 10, right histograms) .
Another possibility is that the underlying threshold-crossing process was correlated with reaction time with unity slope, but we were unable to sufficiently resolve it with our dataset. Previous studies testing rise-to-threshold models in MT, VIP, and LIP used the onset of preferred motion stimuli as the test stimulus, which resulted in a several-fold increase in firing rate over 400 -1200 ms (Cook and Maunsell, 2002a; Maimon and Assad, 2006) . In contrast, in our study, the rising phase of the speed-pulse response occurred over Ͻ150 ms and consisted of only a 30% increase in firing rate on average. Together, these two factors may have reduced our capacity to fully resolve the rising phase responses, which in our task generally consisted of at most a few spikes above baseline on any given trial.
Last, our speed-pulse stimulus was not chosen to maximize the neural response and thus was not the optimal preferred stimulus for each neuron. Previous studies have suggested that decision processes may preferentially sample from neurons that are optimally tuned to the stimulus (Celebrini and Newsome, 1994; Britten et al., 1996; Purushothaman and Bradley, 2005; Gu et al., 2007) . If this were the case, we may expect that neurons with the largest speed-pulse response also exhibited neural-behavioral regression slopes closer to 1. However, there was no correlation in our dataset between the magnitude of the speed-pulse response and the single-neuron regression slope (all r 2 Ͻ 0.1).
Relating neural activity to the behavioral time course
Thus far, we have proposed a simple threshold model to explain how differences in accuracy and reaction time might arise from the transient response to the speed pulse "superimposed" on the ongoing neural activity. Next we asked whether such a neural model could underlie the behavioral time course of the attentional shift illustrated in Figure 3 . To explain how the cue switch could affect the animal's response to a speed pulse that occurred at the same time, or even earlier, we hypothesized that the response of the brain to the speed pulse must be buffered in some way so that it could interact with the shift of attention. In fact, although the speed pulse itself was only 50 ms in duration, the neural responses to the speed pulse in LIP and MT were much more prolonged, lasting ϳ300 ms (ϳ100 -400 ms after the speed pulse) (Figs. 7, 8) . Thus, neural information about the speed pulse persisted in the brain for considerably longer than the speed pulse itself and was available in theory to interact with neuronal signals related to the shift in attention.
Of particular interest to us are those trials in which the speed pulse and cue switch occurred nearly simultaneously because these represent the dynamic period of the attentional shift. Un- Responses are split based on whether the dot patch in the receptive field was cued at the time of the false-positive response or not (blue or cyan, respectively). For comparison, the activity before correct reactions to validly cued speed pulses in (green) and out (light green) of the receptive field are also shown. Last, we plotted the neural activity from validly cued missed trials for speed pulses in (dashed red) and out (dashed light red) of the receptive field. Because missed trials did not have a reaction on which to align, the neural activity was aligned to the time of the speed pulse and then shifted by the monkey's mean reaction time to align with the other curves. Changes in the neural activity preceding false-positive reactions were dramatically different depending on whether the receptive field dot patch was cued at the time of the reaction. This activity, although smaller in magnitude, was generally similar to that preceding correct responses. Neural activity was normalized as for Figure 8 .
fortunately, those trials were rare for individual neurons because the times of the speed pulse and cue switch were both drawn at random. However, we can model how those two signals might interact. Figure 11 shows the average neural response after a cue switch and the average neural response after a speed pulse.
For the model, all speed-pulse responses were averaged together regardless of when they occurred. However, we aligned the speed pulse and cue switch to facilitate comparison of the time course of the two signals. Even if the cue switch occurred simultaneously with the speed pulse, the rising phase of the speed-pulse response aligns with the crossing point of the neurophysiologic attentional shift. Thus, if the two signals interact or combine in some manner (for example, by summing), the attentional modulation is present in time (i.e., before the animal's reaction) to "push" the protracted neural response to the speed pulse above or below threshold, at least in principle. Figure 12 illustrates this hypothesis with a summation model. This model illustrates how attentional enhancement of behavior could emerge from an interaction of visual responses and ongoing attentional modulation even for speed pulses presented before the cue switch. The baselinesubtracted population-average speed-pulse response was added to the populationaverage peri-switch activity to mimic speed pulses occurring at either the cued or uncued location. By adding the speedpulse response at different temporal offsets, we mimicked speed pulses occurring at varying times relative to the cue switch (all data from LIP; see Materials and Methods). Previously, we observed that the likelihood of detecting the speed pulse was correlated with the peak of the speedpulse response and the reaction time to the speed pulse was correlated with the time that the speed-pulse response crossed a fixed firing-rate threshold. Therefore, this model predicts that the behavioral shift of attention will occur when the pulse ϩ OUT-IN switch activity has either a higher peak (for detection performance) or an earlier threshold crossing (for reaction time) than the IN-OUT switch ϩ pulse activity.
The observed behavioral crossing times were reasonably consistent with the predictions of this simple summation model for both detection performance [monkey M, behavioral crossing between Ϫ66 and 0 ms, predicted between Ϫ135 and Ϫ14 ms; monkey B, behavioral crossing between Ϫ173 and Ϫ13 ms, predicted between Ϫ54 and 48 ms (behavioral data from Fig. 3) ] and reaction time [monkey M, behavioral crossing between Ϫ120 and 73 ms, predicted 2 ms; monkey B, behavioral crossing between Ϫ100 and Ϫ73 ms, predicted 3 ms (behavioral data from supplemental Fig. S3 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material)]. We report a range of predicted times for the detection performance because this prediction varied somewhat with how much of the speed-pulse response was used. Using more post-speed-pulse activity resulted in the speed-pulse response interacting with the shifting attentional modulation at D) . The correct responses on valid-cue trials (speed pulse at cued location) and invalid-cue trials (speed pulse at uncued location) were divided into groups by reaction time (20 groups for valid, 3 groups for invalid). Each group had an equal number of trials. For clarity, only every other valid group and the middle invalid group are shown. Individual trials were normalized before averaging as for Figure 8 . Responses from missed trials are shown for both valid (thick solid line) and invalid (thick dashed line) speed pulses. The distribution of reaction times are shown for valid trials (light gray histogram) and invalid trials (dark gray histogram), and the mean reaction time for each group is marked by the colored vertical line. The thin horizontal line marks the response threshold that both did not cross the average neural response on missed trials and maximized the correlation between threshold crossing time and reaction time for correct valid and invalid trials (see Materials and Methods). Right top panels show the correlation between reaction time and threshold crossing for this best threshold. In A and C, only two of the three invalid curves crossed threshold. Right bottom panels show the distribution of regression slopes for the threshold crossing regressed on reaction time for individual neurons (see Materials and Methods).
earlier simulated speed-pulse times, resulting in an earlier peak of the switch OUT-IN ϩ pulse activity. Therefore, we present the range of predictions determined using a speed-pulse response spanning either from the time of the speed pulse until 50 ms before the peak response or from the time of the speed pulse until 100 ms after the peak response. In contrast, the predicted reaction-time crossing point was not affected by this parameter because it was not dependent on the later aspects of the speedpulse response and is therefore presented as a single time. This model makes several simplifying assumptions in the interest of clarity. It assumes that the speed-pulse responses at the cued and uncued locations are equal and that they will sum linearly with the shifting baseline response without interaction or spike-rate saturation. The model also does not incorporate the differential baseline drifts evident before the speed-pulse response on correct and missed trials (Fig. 8) . Lastly, we used the same neural thresholds determined in Figures 8 and 10 . However, it is unlikely that the same neural decision threshold is used both during steady-state attention and during the attentional shift. After the cue switch, both monkeys exhibited an overall increase in the spike rate such that this activity alone crossed threshold without an additional speed-pulse response (Fig. 12 , dashed lines in right columns). Although it is possible that the threshold could simply increase transiently after a cue switch, other aspects of the data suggest that a simple summation model cannot provide a detailed prediction of the time course of the behavioral attentional shift. For example, although both the behavioral and the neural attention shifts occurred over a period of 300 -400 ms, they did not precisely mirror each other. Behaviorally, accuracy decreased at the previously cued location before it increased at the newly cued location, suggesting that attention must be withdrawn before it can be reallocated. However, the opposite appeared to be true for the neural time course. Most obviously for monkey M, in both MT and LIP, the onset of attentional modulation began earlier than the offset of attentional modulation, similar to previous observations (Motter, 1994; Khayat et al., 2006) . This suggests that the performance benefits of attention do not arise solely from an interaction between attentional modulation and incoming sensory responses in local pools of neurons representing each region of space but perhaps as a more global process that includes comparisons between pools of neurons representing different parts of visual space.
Alternative explanations
It is now a longstanding observation that activity of single neurons in MT (Logothetis and Schall, 1989; Britten et al., 1992; Croner and Albright, 1999; Dodd et al., 2001; Cook and Maunsell, 2002a; Uka and DeAngelis, 2004; Liu and Newsome, 2005; Purushothaman and Bradley, 2005) , LIP (Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Williams et al., 2003) , and other visual areas (Celebrini and Newsome, 1994; Leopold and Logothetis, 1996; Uka et al., 2005; Nienborg and Cumming, 2006) are correlated with behavioral reports of perception in a trial-by-trial manner. The favored interpretation in the literature is that trial-by-trial variance in the neural response reflects noise correlated across a population of neurons, and the observation that the perceptual report correlates with that noise is taken as evidence that the brain is "listening to" that population to arrive at a perceptual decision.
However, there are several aspects of our dataset that are not easily explained by that interpretation. First, there was a decrease in the neural response after speed pulses occurring outside of the receptive field, and the decrease was larger for correctly detected speed pulses than for missed speed pulses, analogous to the response to speed pulses inside the receptive field (Fig. 9) . Indeed, the tDP calculated in the same manner as in Figure 8 was significantly less than 0.5 for three of the four neural populations (median tDP, signed-rank test for median tDP ϭ 0.5: monkey M, LIP, 0.40, p Ͻ 0.001; MT, 0.42, p Ͻ 0.001; monkey B, LIP, 0.45, p Ͻ 0.001; MT, 0.48, p ϭ 0.13). It is not clear why trial-by-trial variation in the activity of these neurons should correlate with the behavioral response to a stimulus occurring in the opposite hemifield. One possibility is that there is a mutually inhibitory relationship between the pools of neurons that respond to the two patches of motion (perhaps because we used opposite directions of motion for the two patches); if so, a larger neuronal response to the speed pulse at one location could inhibit the activity of neurons with RFs at the other location. However, a similar decrease in activity was also present before false-positive responses when the animal was cued away from the location of the receptive field (Fig. 9) . Because there was no actual speed pulse on false-positive trials, the decrease in activity cannot be explained by a direct effect of the speed pulse itself. Thus, variations in the size of the neuronal response to the speed pulse may be more than sensory noise. Critically, the decrease in activity cannot be attributable to the animals' motor response, because the motor response was the same regardless of the location of the speed pulse.
Second, previous studies have shown that neurons that were more sensitive in discrimination tasks also tended to exhibit larger choice probabilities, perhaps because the brain selectively monitors the most informative neurons (Celebrini and Newsome, 1994; Britten et al., 1996; Purushothaman and Bradley, 2005; Gu et al., 2007) . We also found a variety of responses to the speed pulse inside the RF, including neurons that were suppressed by the speed pulse (Fig. 7D) . If a neuron signals the occurrence of the speed pulse with a suppression of its firing rate, then its firing rate should be more suppressed on those trials in which the speed pulse was detected (i.e., a tDP Ͻ0.5). This has been observed previously in speed-discrimination (Liu and Newsome, 2005) and direction-discrimination (Purushothaman and Bradley, 2005) tasks. Figure 13 , A and B, plots the average magnitude of the speed-pulse response on missed trials for each neuron against the tDP for that neuron. We examine only the neuronal responses to speed pulses inside the RF, and we take the average response on missed trials as a "reference," because it is presumably unaffected by events related to the animal's detecting the speed pulse. Cells with excitatory responses to the speed pulse had tDP Ͼ0.5, but cells with inhibitory responses also had tDP Ͼ0.5, contrary to our expectation. That is, regardless of the sign of the response of a neuron to the speed pulse, its firing rate on correct trials tended to be elevated. There was no significant relationship between the average size of the speed-pulse response on missed trials and the tDP. Figure 13 , C and D shows the same analysis for correct trials. Here a significant positive correlation emerges between the average magnitude of the speed-pulse response and the tDP, for both LIP and MT and for both animals. Thus, on correct trials, but not missed trials, there appeared to be an additional source of modulation that is responsible for the correlation between the speed-pulse response and tDP. One caveat is that, in a given session, there tended to be fewer missed trials than correct trials (i.e., accuracy was Ͼ50%), which might render the correlation more difficult to detect for missed trials. To address this concern, we randomly resampled a number of correct trials from each neuron equal to that of the number of missed trials of that neuron and recalculated the correlation in Figure 13 , C and D. We repeated this resampling 10,000 times and assessed the percentage of iterations resulting in a significant correlation (percentage with p Ͻ 0.05, F test for null hypothesis that slope ϭ 0). For monkey B, Ͼ99.9% of resampled iterations still yielded significant correlations, for both MT and LIP. Monkey M had fewer missed trials than monkey B, but nonetheless 91% of resampled iterations still yielded significant correlations for LIP. However, for monkey M's MT data, which exhibited only a marginally significant correlation for correct trials ( p ϭ 0.03), none of the resampled iterations yielded significant correlations. Thus, at least for monkey B, it does not appear that the lack of detectable correlation between the speedpulse response on missed trials and tDP was attributable to the smaller number of missed trials per se. Figure 10 , A and B, are also shown as horizontal dotted lines. The speed-pulse response was shifted with respect to the cue switch to simulate the speed-pulse occurring at one of five times: Ϫ200, Ϫ100, 0, 100, and 200 ms. The shape of the added speed-pulses response is most clearly evident in the leftmost column (Ϫ200 ms) in which it has been added to the flat, pre-switch baseline. As the speed-pulse response occurs later, it combines with the evolving attentional modulation resulting in higher peak activity and earlier threshold crossing for the switch OUT-IN ϩ pulse activity. For details, see Materials and Methods and Results. Neural response on missed trials after a speed pulse versus threshold detect probability from Figure 8 . Speed-pulse response was the average neural activity 100 -300 ms after the pulse minus a prepulse baseline taken from Ϫ200 to 0 ms. C, D, As in A and D but using the speed-pulse response on correct trials versus the threshold detect probability. E, F, Attentional index versus threshold detect probability. Inset values show the correlation coefficient (r) and p value (F test for slope ϭ 0).
What is the source of the additional modulation on correct trials that leads to the correlation between the size of the speedpulse response and the tDP? One source of this modulation on correct trials could be spatial attention. For example, perception of the speed pulse may trigger the monkey to focus extra attention at the perceived location as the animal is preparing to respond. In theory, this could account for not only the tDP for speed pulses inside the receptive field but also the tDP for speed pulses outside of the receptive field (which were Ͻ0.5), because increased attention away from the RF could reduce the neuronal response. Moreover, attention might also explain why neural activity on false-positive trials increased when the RF location was cued and decreased when the opposite location was cued. Consistent with this interpretation, there was a positive correlation between the magnitude of the attentional modulation and tDP ( Fig. 13 E, F ) , although it failed to reach significance for MT in monkey B, which had a limited range of attentional modulation. Additionally, cells with attentional indices Ͻ0 tended to have values of tDP Ͻ0.5. Nine LIP neurons had attentional indices significantly Ͻ0 (permutation test; see Materials and Methods), indicating that they responded less when attention was directed to their receptive fields. Strikingly, six of nine of these neurons also had tDP values Ͻ0.5, accounting for the points in the bottom left quadrant of Figure 13E . In MT, half of the neurons with attentional indices Ͻ0 had tDP Ͻ0.5. That is, if attention decreased neural responses in general, the neural response to the speed pulse on correct trials was also decreased.
These observations suggest that at least part of the correlation between neural responses and behavior may be attributable to "top-down" effects. Of course, sensory noise and top-down effects could both contribute to the correlation, and we do not suggest that one or the other is the sole source of the observed correlation. For example, in monkey B, the tDP was larger for test stimuli inside than for stimuli outside the receptive field. In contrast, for monkey M, the magnitude of the tDP was approximately equivalent-although opposite in sign-for test stimuli inside or outside of the receptive field. This may indicate that a greater fraction of the tDP for monkey M is accounted for by a shift of spatial attention or other top-down input (see Discussion).
Discussion
We trained monkeys on an attention-switch task designed to simultaneously measure the time course of attentional shifts in behavior and neural responses. Neurophysiologically, we observed that the shift of attention in MT and LIP occurred ϳ200 ms after the cue switch, consistent with previous studies describing the time course of shifting attention in V1 (Khayat et al., 2006) , V4 (Motter, 1994) , and LIP (Bracewell et al., 1996) . Studies using attentional modulation of visual evoked potentials in human subjects have typically shown later onsets of modulation, on the order of 400 -800 ms after the attentional cue (Müller et al., 1998; Grent-'t-Jong and Woldorff, 2007) , which may reflect the need for attentional modulation to be well established before it is manifest as broadly synchronous activity detectable by scalp potentials.
Behaviorally, we were surprised to see that the shift of attention was evident for test stimuli presented simultaneously with, or even slightly before, the cue switch. Peripheral cues, in which there is an abrupt change at the location to be attended, are known to produce rapid, exogenous shifts of attention that peak for targets within 100 -200 ms of the cue for both human and monkey subjects (Kröse and Julesz, 1989; Müller and Rabbitt, 1989; Nakayama and Mackeben, 1989; Cheal and Lyon, 1991; Mackeben and Nakayama, 1993; Bisley and Goldberg, 2003) . In these experiments, attentional benefits can be present for target stimuli presented coincident with the cue itself, similar to our results (Nakayama and Mackeben, 1989) . In contrast, endogenous attentional shifts in response to central cues such as those used in our study are typically slower, peaking for targets occurring ϳ400 ms after cue presentation (Müller and Rabbitt, 1989; Cheal and Lyon, 1991; Müller et al., 1998) . The time course is presumably slower because more abstract cues must be processed, and the cued location interpreted, before attention can be shifted. However, a number of studies have demonstrated effects of central cues for test stimuli within 100 ms of the cue (Müller and Rabbitt, 1989; Van der Heijden et al., 1992; Shiu and Pashler, 1994) , and at least one study has shown an effect when the cue and test stimuli were presented simultaneously (Grindley and Townsend, 1968) .
In our experiment, we had the two random-dot stimuli move in opposite directions. We did this so that the effects of feature-based attention and spatial attention would be aligned, thus maximizing attentional modulation. Consequently, we cannot distinguish between the effects of featurebased attention and spatial attention, although we expect that both are present in our data. In MT, the effects of spatial and feature-based attention are additive (Treue and Martínez Trujillo, 1999) . Furthermore, there are other cognitive signals that may influence LIP activity, including saccade planning (Snyder et al., 1997) and reward-related signals (Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Dorris and Glimcher, 2004; Sugrue et al., 2004) . It is possible that some of these signals contributed to what we call "attentional" modulation, although it is not straightforward to dissociate these signals from attention (Maunsell, 2004) . Regardless, the goal of our experiment was to examine the relationship between these modulations (whatever name we assign to them) and behavior in an attentional framework.
A key question is how the cue was able to affect the behavioral performance so apparently quickly. We suggest that the visual response to the speed pulse may serve as a sensory "buffer" that could interact with the shifting attentional modulation after a simultaneously presented cue switch. This may be related to the phenomenon of iconic memory in which detailed sensory information about transiently presented stimuli can be recalled if cued within ϳ400 ms of the stimulus offset (Sperling, 1960; Neisser, 1967; Coltheart, 1980; Gegenfurtner and Sperling, 1993) . This interaction seems plausible in our dataset given the relative timing of these two processes (Fig. 11) . Indeed, our use of lowluminance dots and near-threshold speed changes for the test stimuli resulted in particularly long-latency visual responses that may have facilitated the interaction with the cued attentional shift.
If the effect of attention arises as an interaction between the visual response to the test stimulus and the ongoing modulation of these responses by attention, a critical question is how these two signals interact. A number of researchers have used neural threshold models (Carpenter and Williams, 1995; Reddi and Carpenter, 2000) to explain performance and reaction time based on activity in MT (Cook and Maunsell, 2002a) , VIP (Cook and Maunsell, 2002a) , LIP (Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Ipata et al., 2006; Maimon and Assad, 2006; Churchland et al., 2008) , and frontal eye fields (Hanes and Schall, 1996) . These models share the premise that the spike rate across populations of neurons could be used as a decision variable weighing the available evidence in a perceptual task. The decision to respond is said to occur when the neural spike rate reaches a particular threshold. In theory, the effect of attention on neural responses fits conveniently into this framework. By enhancing visual responses to stimuli (for review, see Treue, 2001) , attention effectively moves the driven firing rate closer to threshold such that the response to the speed pulse reaches threshold more frequently and more quickly when it occurs at the attended location versus unattended location.
We showed that a simple threshold model could reasonably account for both accuracy and reaction time in our experiment. However, in three of the four neural populations we studied, the slope of the regression between the neural threshold crossing and the monkey's reaction time was significantly less than 1. Importantly, this means that the difference between the threshold crossing time and reaction time cannot be explained by a fixed motor delay as has been proposed previously (Cook and Maunsell, 2002a; Maimon and Assad, 2006) and argues against the hypothesis that the threshold crossing represents the "final" mechanism underlying the decision to respond in our experiment. One possibility is that the underlying physiology does reach a slope of 1 but that the responses were too small and too short to be fully resolved in our dataset. Alternatively, it is possible that the decision threshold process relies preferentially on neurons that are optimally tuned to the stimulus as has been seen previously in studies of choice probability (Celebrini and Newsome, 1994; Britten et al., 1996; Purushothaman and Bradley, 2005; Gu et al., 2007) . Because the speed pulse was not chosen to be the optimal preferred stimulus for each neuron, the rise-to-threshold process may not be fully revealed in our neural population.
The observed correlation between neural activity and behavior (accuracy and reaction time) required that, on average, there was some additional neural activity when the animal detected the test stimulus than when the animal failed to detect the test stimulus. Indeed, additional neural activity was also apparent before false-positive responses, in which there was no test stimulus at all. A similar relationship between neural activity and perceptual report on single trials has been observed broadly throughout visual cortex (Celebrini and Newsome, 1994; Britten et al., 1996; Leopold and Logothetis, 1996; Shadlen and Newsome, 1996; Dodd et al., 2001; Cook and Maunsell, 2002a; Williams et al., 2003; Uka and DeAngelis, 2004; Liu and Newsome, 2005) , somatosensory cortex (de Lafuente and Romo, 2006) , and even the sensory periphery (Vallbo and Johansson, 1976) . These correlations have traditionally been expressed using choice or detect probability metrics similar to the tDP metric used here. The dominant interpretation of this finding has been that trial-by-trial variability in the neural activity is attributable to noise in the sensory system, and the correlation with behavior is therefore evidence that these neurons are "read out" by the brain to arrive at a perceptual decision. Alternatively, these effects may reflect a top-down signal related to the animal's perception or report (Uka et al., 2005; Nienborg and Cumming, 2009) .
One potential source of such a top-down signal in our task is spatial attention. For example, when the monkey detects the transient speed pulse, it may shift attention to the location of the pulse as it prepares to respond. Our valid-invalid cuing paradigm encouraged a degree of attentional splitting that may have facilitated additional attentional shifts at the time of test stimulus detection. Several aspects of our dataset favor this interpretation. First, the neural response on correct trials tended to be larger than on missed trials (tDP Ͼ0.5) regardless of whether the neuron was excited or inhibited by the test stimulus, in contrast to previous results in which the effect depended on the sign of the underlying response (Liu and Newsome, 2005; Purushothaman and Bradley, 2005) . Second, the magnitude of the tDP was positively correlated with the magnitude of attentional modulation for individual neurons. Third, on trials in which the test stimulus occurred outside of the receptive field, the tDP was similar in magnitude to that observed when the stimulus occurred inside the receptive field but opposite in sign (tDP Ͻ0.5). Last, the neural activity before false-positive responses (when no test stimulus actually occurred) exhibited an increase in activity when the test stimulus was likely to occur inside the receptive field and a decrease in activity when it was likely to occur outside of the receptive field. Together, these data are most consistent with attention shifting toward the location of the real or falsely detected speed pulse, thus producing opposite effects depending on whether the shift is toward or away from the receptive field location.
It is also possible that attention or some other top-down signal also contributed to choice or detect probability measurements in previous studies. For example, in tasks requiring a detection at a single location, attention may be brought more strongly to bear on that location as the detection event unfolds. Moreover, several studies have shown that attention can be temporally modulated if the timing of the detected event has a predictable structure (Ghose and Maunsell, 2002; Janssen and Shadlen, 2005) . However, another study using a detection task similar to ours found similar detect probabilities when using either one or two stimulus locations, suggesting that shifts of spatial attention among stimuli were not a significant contributor to detect probability (Cook and Maunsell, 2002a) . Spatial attention would also presumably have less effect on choice probability in discrimination studies, because spatial attention should boost neural responses to all discriminated stimuli. However, all these measurements could still be affected by nonspatial influences such as feature-based attention (Treue and Martínez Trujillo, 1999; McAdams and Maunsell, 2000) . Feature-based attentional modulation predicts that detect or choice probabilities will be larger when the stimulus matches the preferred feature of the neuron, a result frequently cited as evidence that sensory noise in task-relevant pools of neurons influences perception (Celebrini and Newsome, 1994; Britten et al., 1996; Purushothaman and Bradley, 2005) .
Several studies have argued that choice probability is unlikely to be secondary to attention because the choice probability did not rise throughout the stimulus presentation as the decision is (presumably) made (but see Dodd et al., 2001; Shadlen and Newsome, 2001 ). However, it is generally not possible to ascertain when the animal makes his decision; in a reaction-time task in which the animal could report his decision at will, detect probability values in MT and VIP increased in the run-up to the animal's response (Cook and Maunsell, 2002a) . Furthermore, recent evidence suggests that monkeys may base their perceptual decisions preferentially on the first few hundred milliseconds of a long stimulus presentation , inconsistent with the purely bottom-up explanation of the time course of choice probability (Nienborg and Cumming, 2009) .
In any event, the presence or even the predominance of topdown modulation to explain the correlation between neural responses and behavior does not necessarily undermine the utility of a spike-rate threshold model. Rather, it seems likely that perception of a stimulus based on its sensory response would in turn trigger shifts of attention and other cognitive processes that would influence the neural response. In the presence of these modulations, it is perhaps impossible to assign neural activity to a purely sensory or postsensory (e.g., decision) process. Ultimately, models that combine incoming sensory information with evolving prediction signals may be a more fruitful way to conceive
